
CLASS: III YEAR / VI SEMESTER ECE
SUBJECT CODE AND NAME: EC2353- ANTENNAS AND WAVE PROPAGATION

UNIT I – ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION AND ANTENNA FUNDAMENTALS

PART – A

1) Define hertzian dipole? May/June 2006
2) What is a monopole antenna?
3) What is a quarter wave monopole?
4) What is a hertz antenna?
5) What is the significance of radiation resistance of an antenna

May/June 2007
6) Write down the expressions for magnetic vector potential using three standard
current distributions. Nov/Dec 2013
7) What is retarded current? May/June 2010
9) Write down the expressions for radiated fields of a half wave dipole
antenna(λ/2) .
10. State reciprocity principle. May/June 2009
11. Define antenna .

12. Define Radiation pattern Nov/Dec 2008
13). What are the two types of radiation pattern.
14) Define Induction field(near field)
15) Mention the different types of aperture.? May/June 2014
16) Write down the expression for radiation resistance of a hertzian dipole
17) Define retardation time
18) What is the radiation resistance of a current element whose overall
length is λ/50.
19) Calculate the physical height of a halfwave dipole (λ/2) having antenna Q
of 30 and bandwidth of 10 MHz. Nov/Dec 2011
20) Calculate the bandwidth of a 50 cm long half wave diploe having a

Q of 15. Nov/Dec 2012
21) If the electric field strength(E) of a plane wave is 5
volts/metre,calculate the strength of a magnetic field(H)in free space.

22) Define Radiation intensity?
23) Define Beam efficiency? Nov/Dec 2010
24) Define Directivity? Apr/May 2011
25. What are the different types of aperture.?
26. Define Effective aperture(Ae). Apr/May 2012
27. Define Scattering aperture(As.)
28. Define Loss aperture. (Ae).
29. Define Collecting aperture. (Ae).
30. Define Physical aperture. (Ap).

31. Define Aperture efficiency?
32. What is meant by effective height?
33. What are the field zone?
34. What is meant by Polarization.? Nov/Dec 2011
35. What is meant by front to back ratio.?

36. Define antenna efficiency.? Apr/May 2011
37. Define radiation resistance?
38. What is meant by antenna beam width?
39. What is meant by reciprocity Theorem.?
40. What is isotropic radiator?
41. Define gain
42. Define self impedance
43 .Define mutual impedance
44. What is meant by cross field.?
45. Define axial ratio
46 What is meant by Beam Area.?
47. What is duality of antenna.?
48.State Poynting theorem. Nov/Dec 2013
49.What is yagi uda antenna? Apr/May 2009
50. What do u meant by parasitic elements?
51. What do you meant by driven elements?
52. What is the purpose of using more directors in yagi uda antenna?
53. Why folded dipole antenna is used in yagi uda antenna?

PART B

1. Derive the expression for power radiated & radiation resistance of Half
wave dipole

2. Derive the fields radiated from Hertizian dipole & its expression.What is
retarded vector potential?

3. Explain the relation b/w effective length & effective aperture
4. Explain the relation b/w effective length & Radiation resistance
5. Explain Friss transmission formula.
6. Explain in detail the Equivalence if impedence and directional patterns
7. Explain folded dipole antenna in detail
8. Explain in detail about yagi uda antenna.

UNIT III – APERTURE AND SLOT ANTENNAS

PART – A



1). What are the Application of paraboloidal or parabolic reflector?
2). What are the Various types of feeds used for parabolic reflector.
3). What are the types of horn antenna? Nov/Dec 2010
4). What are the Advantages of cassegrain feed? Nov/Dec 2009
5). What is primary & secondary radiator?
6). What are the cassegrain feed mechanism? Nov/Dec 2010
7). What is biconical antenna?
8). What is backlobe radiation?
9). Define spill over. Apr/May 2008
10). How spherical waves are generated?
11). What is the difference between slot antenna and its
complementry dipole antenna?
12). State huygens principle. Nov/Dec 2013
13). Write short notes on horn antenna.
14). What are the uses of horn antenna?
15). What is aperture?
16 ). What is meant by Broadband antenna?
17). What are the types of horn antenna?
18). What are the Applications of rhombic antenna? Apr/May 2008
19). What are the Disadvantages of limiting factor of traveling

wave antenna? Nov/Dec 2009
20) What are the Advantages of traveling wave antenna?
21). What are the Type of long wire antenna
22. State Huygens principles
23. What are the features of pyramidal horn antenna
24. State Babinet principles Nov/Dec 2011
25.What is collinear array.?
26. What is the need for the Binomial array.?
27) What are the disadvantages of traveling wave antenna?
28) State Duality principle.
29) What are the Applications of log periodic antenna?
30) What are the Applications of yagi uda antenna?
31) What is the significance of radiation resistance of an antenna
32). Define Polarization measurement. Nov/Dec 2012.
33). What are the methods of polarization?
34). What are the methods of directivity measurements?.
35). Define directivity Measurement.
36). What are the Applications of rhombic antenna?
37). What are the uses of log-periodic antenna Apr/May 2013.
38). What is the uses of yagi-uda antenna?
39) What is Binomial array?
40) Define collinear array
41) Define backlobe radiation

42) What is Spill over? Apr/May 2014
43) State Poynting theorem. Apr/May 2011
44) Define spherical waves
45) What are the disadvantages of cassegrain feed? Apr/May 2010
46) What are the advantages of Antenna-Flat  reflector
47) What are the advantages of Corner Reflector Apr/May 2012
48) Define aperture
49) Define directivity
50) What is complementry dipole antenna?

Part B .
1. Write a detail explanation of Reflector  Antenna-Flat  reflector
2. Write a detail explanation of Reflector  Corner Reflector
3. Write a detail explanation of Reflector  Common curved reflector shapes
4. Explain briefly about Lens antenna
5. Explain the types of Horn antenna & its Design Equation.
6. Derive the expression for magnetic current and its fields
7. Write short notes on uniqueness theorem
8. Write short notes on Induction and Field equivalence theorem.
9. Write Write short notes on method of images.
10. Explain briefly about slot antenna

UNIT III –ANTENNA ARRAYS

PART – A
1.What is point source? Apr/May 2011
2.What is meant by array?
3.What is meant by uniform linear array? Apr/May 2010
4. What are the types of array? Apr/May 2014
5. What is Broad side array?
6. Define End fire array?
7. What is collinear array?.
8. What is Parasitic array? Nov/Dec 2011
9. Define beam width of major lobe?
10. What is the need for the Binomial array.? Apr/May 2010
11. Define power pattern.?
12. What is meant by similar Point sources.?
13. What is meant by identical Point sources.?
14. What is the principle of the pattern multiplication? Nov/Dec 2012
15. What is the advantage of pattern multiplication?
16. What is tapering of arrays?
17.What is a binomial array? Nov/Dec 2011.
18. What are the advantages of binomial array?



19.What is the difference between isotropic and non- isotropic source
20.Define Side Lobe Ratio .
21. List the arrays used for array tapering
22.What is a Short Dipole? Apr/May 2012
23.How radiations are created from a short Dipole?
24.Why a short dipole is also called an elemental dipole? .
25.What is a Infinitesimal Dipole? Apr/May 2013
26.Why a short dipole is called a oscillating dipole? Nov/Dec 2010
27.What do you understand by retarded current?
28.Define Radiation field
29.At what distance from the dipole is the induction field equal to the radiation
field?
30.What is a dipole antenna?.
31.What is a half wave dipole? Apr/May 2010
32.What is the radiation resistance of a half wave dipole
33.What is a loop antenna?
34.Give an expression of radiation resistance of a small loop
34.How to increase the radiation resistance of a loop antenna
35.What are Electrically large loop antennas?
36.List out the uses of loop antenna
37. Define Pattern multiplication. Nov/Dec 2013
38. Why is loop antenna called as magnetic pole?
39.Define dipole antenna
40. State Retarded current
41. find the length of half wave dipole at 30MHz
42. Calculate dimension of half wave dipole operating at 100 MHz what
its radiation resistance.Give the total power radiated if current of amplitude 25A
43. What is loop antenna? Apr/May 2012
44. What are the conditions of array of two point source
45. calculate the directivity for broadside as well endfire consisting 8 isotropic
separated by  /4
46. A uniform linear array consisting 16 isotropic point sources with  /4 spacing if
phase difference is 90 calculate HPBW, Directivity, Beam solid angle, Effective
aperture Apr/May 2012
47 . What is dipole antenna?
48. Define major Lobe Ratio
49. Define  half wave dipole
50. State Pattern multiplication.

PART B
1. Derive the expression for small loop antenna with its EMF equation.
2. Derive the expression for loop with circumference equal to wavelength.
3. Derive the expression for maxima directions, minima directions, and half

power point

direction for an array of two point sources with equal amplitude and
opposite phase?

4. Define Broadside array. Derive expression for radiation pattern of
Broadside array.
Derive the expression for maxima directions, minima directions, and half

power point
5. direction for an array of two point sources with equal amplitude and same

phase?
6. Define Endfire array. Derive expression for radiation pattern of Endfire

array
7. Explain in detail about Binomial array
8. Explain the concept of patter multiplication in detail.

UNIT IV – SPECIAL ANTENNAS
PART – A

1. what are the forms of long wire
2. what are the parameter to design rhombic antenna?
3 what are the types of rhombic antenna design?
4. What are the application of Turnstile antenna Apr/May 2008
5. What are the limitation of microstrip patch antenna
6. What is beam antenna?
7. What is a normal mode of helix antenna? Apr/May 2009
8. What is a axial mode of helix antenna?
9. How bandwidth & efficiency is increased? Nov/Dec 2012
10. How the axial mode is improved?
11. What are the Advantages &disadvantages of rhombic antenna?
12. What are the Applications of rhombic antenna?
13. What are the Applications of log-periodic antenna
14. What is the Applications of yagi-uda antenna
15. What is an Log-periodic antenna?
16. Define rhombic antenna. Apr/May 2010
17. What are the three different regions in log periodic antenna and how they are
differenciated? Nov/Dec 2009
18. What is the Applications of yagi-uda antenna
19. What is an Log-periodic antenna?
20. What are the Applications of log-periodic antenna?.
21. What are the types of long wire antenna? Nov/Dec 2013
22. What are the Advantages of V antenna?
23. What do you meant by antenna measurements?
24. What are the classifications of antenna measurements?
25. Define Impedance measurement. Apr/May 2011



26. Define Gain Measurement.
27. What is Phase measurement? Nov/Dec 2013
28. What is antenna efficiency measurement? Apr/May 2012
29. What is polarization ratio?
30. What are the types of fields in antenna measurements?
31. Define Near Field.
32. Define Far Field.
33. Define Polarization measurement. Nov/Dec 2012
34. What are the methods of polarization?
35. What are the methods of directivity measurements?
36. Define directivity Measurement.
37. Define group velocity.
38. What is antenna aperture efficiency?
39. What do you meant by orange slice method? Apr/May 2014
40. What do you meant by Conical cut method?
41. What is meant by Frequency independent antenna s?
42. What are the applications of microstrip antenna? Nov/Dec 2011
43.  What are Near and Far field
44. Why is log periodic antenna so called?
45. What are the features of microstrip antenna?

PART B

1. With the help of suitable diagram explain the measurement of radiation
pattern of an antenna.

2. With the help of suitable diagram explain the measurement of gain of an
antenna.

3. Explain in detail about the measurement of antenna efficiency.
4. Explain in detail about the measurement of antenna polarization.
5. Explain in detail about the measurement of  Anechoic Chamber

measurement
6. Write short notes on long wire or harmonic antenna.
7. Explain in detail about V antenna
8. What is Yagi-uda Antenna? Explain the construction and operation of

Yagi-uda Antenna .Also explains its general characteristics?
9. Explain in detail the construction & design procedure of Rhombic

antenna?
10. Explain with neat sketch of Log periodic antenna.
11. Explain in detail about the modes of helical antenna
12. Write short notes on turnstile antenna.
13. Write short notes on Biconical antenna.
14. Write short notes on Microstrip patch antenna.
15. Write short notes on Spiral antenna.

UNIT V –PROPAGATION OF RADIO WAVES

PART – A
1. Define ground wave and its properties.
2. What are the conditions for the existence of ground wave
propagation?
3. How the ground waves are produced? Nov/Dec 2013
4. What are the reasons for ground attenuation?
5. What are sky waves? Nov/Dec 2009
6. Define space wave propagation. Nov/Dec 2012
7. What are the various layers of ionosphere?
8. Describe D region of ionosphere. Nov/Dec 2013
9. Why the D region vanishes during night?
10. What is sporadic E-region?
11. Define virtual height.
12. Define critical frequency..
13. What are the factors that determine the absorption of energy by
electrons from radio waves in ionosphere?
14. What are the disadvantages of diversity reception system?
15. Define OTF Nov/Dec 2011
16. What is duct propagation? Nov/Dec 2013
17. What is fading?
18. Name some ionospheric abnormalities.
19. Calculate the basic transmission loss in free space for d=10 km
λ=20000.
20. A pulse of a given frequency transmitted upward is received back after
a period of 5ms. Find the virtual height of the reflecting layer.
21. Define skip distance. Nov/Dec 2012.
22. Define MUF.
23. What are the types of fading in ionosphere?
24. Define gyro-frequency. Apr/May 2013
25. What is diversity reception and what are its types?
26. What is frequency diversity reception? Apr/May 2011
27. What are the applications of diversity reception system?
28.Explain the concept of Reflection and refraction waves by the onosphere.

Apr/May 2013
29. Define Faraday rotation in Sky wave Propagation Apr/May 2012
30. What are the Effects of the earth magnetic field?
31. What is Polarization diversity reception?
32. What is Space Wave?
33. What is Surface Wave. Apr/May 2012
34. What is Ground wave.



35. What is Sky wave.
36. What is Tropospheric wave
37. What is earth magnetic field?
38. Define frequency diversity reception Apr/May 2010
39. Define fading
40 . List the ionospheric abnormalities. Nov/Dec 2011
41. Define OWF (Optimum Working Frequency) Nov/Dec 2009
42. What is D region
43. What is skip distance. Nov/Dec 2012
44. What is MUF Apr/May 2011
45.Mention some ionospheric abnormalities.
46 When the ground waves are produced?
47. What is gyro-frequency. Nov/Dec 2008
48. What is critical frequency? Apr/May 2012
49. What is critical frequency if value of electron density is 1.26 * 106 ?
50. Calculate MUF between two points at a distance 2500 Km. Consider the height
of ionosphere is 200Km and critical frequency 5 MHz

PART B - (16 MARKS)

1. Explain in detail about calculation of field strength & attenuation
characteristics of ground wave propagation.

2. Explain in details about structure of ionosphere
3. Derive the expression for refractive index of ionosphere.
4. Derive the expression for Horizontal & vertical polarized waves.
5. Derive the expression for effective dielectric constant & conductivity of

Ionized region
6. Derive the expression for direct & reflected ray of the receiver.
7. Write short notes on fading, MUF, skip distance, , critical frequency.

8. Explain in details the concept of fading and diversity reception methods
9. Derive the expression for Critical frequency.
10. Derive the expression of roughness of ground wave propagation.
11. Write short notes on diffraction


